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Dear Sir/Madam:
 
I only recently read our local newspaper announcing the public notice - notice of application that 
Fortis submitted.  Unfortunately, I was away on vacation & have missed the Sept. 7 deadline, but 
hope you will still accept my submission as follows:
 
About this AMI - I understand that it will be "wireless" & that the main health worry is for more 
(unwarranted?) exposure to increased radiation and other noxious air pollution etc. that creates 
(unwanted) man-made electromagnetic fields.... I want to protest this type of installation, especially 
because the system in place now is fine (if it ain't broke, don't fix it!) 
 
If in the event that AMI is indeed passed, I believe that a number of Public Utility Districts in 
Montana are using "non-wireless" smart meters that collect information via the powerlines. This 
technology has been in use since 1899 (in New York City at the time) & it obviously would be an 
ideal solution to avoid the unwanted exposure to further pollution that is threatening our planet 
unnecessarily.  I request that you fully examine the possibility of using this "non-wireless" 
technology (using existing powerlines, the infrastructure which of course is already in place) & that 
such alternatives should be made available at no extra cost to me as a consumer & customer of 
the electric utility.
 
Also, I want the right to "opt out" of any program that does not meet my health standards.  
Therefore, until all possible technology's have been examined, I believe that a moratorium be put in 
place regarding AMI until all alternative technologies have been examined & evaluated by 
independent consultants that do not have a vested interest in seeing the utility company push onto 
use by us the paying customer & consumer.
 
Thanking you in advance for your consideration,
 
L. Nickisch
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